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Abstract. The popularisation of smartphones and the increased use of mobile applications allow users to become not only consumers but also data producers. Data shared voluntarily by users through mobile applications open unprecedented opportunities to generate useful knowledge, identify and solve issues, and provide new services. Due to the complexity of urban phenomena and the large volume of data available, stages such as modelling, preprocessing and analysis of sensing layers can be time-consuming. To help to tackle that issue, this study presents an R package intended to give support to researchers regarding decision making and evaluation of sensing layers. It provides functions for property extraction and multilayered analysis which can be customised according to one’s project needs, helping to leverage new applications that explore the concept of sensing layers.

1. Introduction

The number of people who live in urban areas outnumbers, since 2009, the portion of rural residents. This difference continues to increase, mainly in developing countries where people move to the city in search for a job opportunity and better quality of life [DESA 2015]. As a result government authorities have focused on projects that face challenges associated with urban sprawl regarding basic services such as energy, housing, transportation, waste management, water and sanitation [Khatoun and Zeadally 2016].

Another fact to be considered is the evolution of the use of mobile gadgets and how it is changing the way people relate to the digital and physical world. Smartphones are equipped with powerful sensors used in various applications. Some of these use geographic location service to improve user experience, allowing users to generate a large volume of data. This data can contain information capable of characterising personal preferences (e.g., places one enjoys going) as well as collective behaviour within a specific location (e.g., how people move around a neighbourhood). In this scenario, users are considered sensors themselves, composing a Participatory Sensor Network (PSN),

*The code and documentation are available on https://github.com/FdeFabricio/POC. The project is licensed under the GPL. Any contribution/comment is welcome.
which have a wider coverage and lower cost than traditional Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [Silva et al. 2014a]. Hence urban solutions which take into account such data have been shown to be more effective and more democratic.

The large volume of data regarding diverse aspects of a city represents an unprecedented opportunity for assimilating knowledge, identifying and solving problems, besides providing new services. In order to achieve that, sophisticated methods of data analysis are required, capable of dealing with the heterogeneity of data sources, a common challenge of this context. A possible approach, discussed in Section 2, is by modelling each dataset as a Sensing Layer (SL), which “consists of data describing specific aspects of a geographical location” [Silva et al. 2014b]. The majority of urban phenomena have substantial complexity and could not be described using a single layer. Urban mobility, for instance, can be influenced by the weather, topography, big events, distribution and level of public transportation service, income distribution, among others. Therefore, it is fundamental to adopt a multilayered approach in order to characterise complex phenomena and maybe try to predict them more accurately. However, the use of multiple layers face challenges pointed out by [Silva et al. 2015] such as ensuring spatiotemporal consistency between all related layers, compiling data by location and/or users and comparing data with distinct lifespan.

Pre-processing and analysis of sensing layers are important steps since both potentially valuable insights and prevent inappropriate use of sensing layers, such as spatiotemporal incompatibility and illusory correlations. This stage is often done manually or through specific scripts, which are not commonly reused seamlessly in other projects, becoming a repetitive and redundant effort. Thus, this work presents a tool capable of automating important processes of spatial and temporal properties extraction and analyses on multiple SLs. The tool consists of an R package and it is intended for researchers who wish to save time on projects involving a considerable number of spatiotemporal datasets.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines Sensing Layers, how they can be used and their challenges. Section 3 presents the related work. Section 4 discusses temporal and spatial property extractions on the package. Section 5 discusses multilayered analyses. Finally, Section 6 points out the conclusions and future work.

2. Sensing Layers and its challenges

A SL is a set of data related to the same domain, describing certain aspects of a particular geographic region [Silva et al. 2014b]. For instance, layers may contain information about weather, traffic condition, social networks, check-ins, etc. Such data can be obtained from a variety of sources, such as PSNs, Web services, or even conventional WSNs. In general, they are composed of parameters such as: timestamp in which data were measured or collected; geographical location it is inserted into; agent identification (e.g., sensors or user ID of a social network); elements describing domain specificities and the value of the measured variable.

The use of SLs allows continuous monitoring of an area over time on assorted aspects, as well as information retrieval that would not be possible to conduct by analysing each dataset separately. Such representation makes it easier to investigate his-
torical data and identify patterns. The application of individual sensing layers already shows value, as mentioned in Section 3. However, the use of multiple layers allows data contextualisation which consequently allows a better understanding of complex phenomena.

There are challenges in using multiple SLs though. The lack of spatial or temporal correspondence may lead to an illusory correlation between different layers. In order to conduct correct analysis it is fundamental that the datasets are in a compatible format and that there is spatiotemporal correspondence, i.e., the data ought to be from the same area and period of time. It is also possible that the data distribution is not uniform lacking data in specific time frames (late at night or bank holidays, for example) or in specific areas (e.g., industrial neighbourhood and suburbia), which makes it problematic to draw conclusions or to validate hypotheses. Typically spatial and/or temporal resolution, i.e., how frequent a data is updated and how many square meters it represent, are not equivalent which also can impact on the multilayered correlation. Depending on the context, different conditions such as the above mentioned must be satisfied to legitimise a multilayered study, which proves the importance of the property extraction and analysis stage.

3. Related work

It is possible to extract information when conducting data analysis on a single layer. However, the lack of complementary data can restrict the study case or even lead to significant error. For example in 2008 Google launched Google Flu Trends (GFT), a Web service to estimate the number of flu cases by using data from its search engine. The initial estimates provided overshot more than 50 % of the number of cases and even after adjustments the error was still greater than 30 % [Lazer et al. 2014]. On the other hand, the GFT worked highly accurate when used in conjunction with data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

[Silva et al. 2014b] present a study about using PSNs as SLs. Using two-layered examples, the authors discuss the process of data collection, modelling and operations for information retrieval. The first case uses data from Instagram and Foursquare to identify points of interest in the city of Belo Horizonte, Brazil. The second correlates sentiments found in comments on Foursquare about establishments in a particular area with the average income of its inhabitants, indicating the absence of negative feelings in areas with greater purchasing power.

[Bakhshi et al. 2014] analysed Yelp reviews, correlating them with weather, demographics and local characteristics. In this study, the authors highlighted factors which directly influence clients emotions, which also indirectly affect their evaluation.

[Machado et al. 2015] use multiple Sensing Layers to analyse urban mobility in six cities (New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Paris, London and São Paulo). Based on weather data from the Weather Underground service in addition to a database of check-ins made in these cities, the authors attempt to find a relationship between climate and urban behaviour analysing approximately 120 days. The findings show that there is a phase transition phenomenon, supported by the correlation between temperature variation and mobility pattern in Paris and London. In other cities where such phenomenon
was not well structured, the variation of the movement pattern was still identified when considered small regions within the city.

In the scope of urban mobility, there are studies that analyse databases on traffic flow and its correlation with social networks. [Tostes et al. 2013] use traffic data from Bing Maps to predict traffic conditions, such as congestion, with data from the preceding week. [Ribeiro et al. 2014] try to understand if Foursquare and Instagram data can be used to understand traffic in cities. This work shows that there is a great correlation between behavioural data of social networks (social sensor) and traffic conditions, being really useful, again, for predictions.

Although there are R packages created for data science projects intended to pre-process geospatial data and even make map plots, there is none for sensing layer analysis. The package presented in this work relies on generic R packages such as dplyr, ggplot2, rgdal, rgeos and ggmap and provides functions to be used and customised, if needed, on multilayered data projects.

4. Property Extraction

Different types of data can be collected from distinct sources. Temperature, for example, can be obtained by distributed sensors in a city, meteorological stations, prediction by satellite image analysis, PSNs, among others. Using all these sources to represent the same variable might configure an unnecessary effort, which could impact directly on the study complexity. Therefore, it would be necessary to extract characteristics from each dataset and select the one, or those, that best meet the purpose of the work. Another important aspect is to evaluate the spatial and temporal coverage of the data and its degree of repeatability: you may have a large amount of data, but 20% of those may be sufficient to represent that variable reliably.

For the reasons given above, it proves necessary to quantify characteristics of SL to serve as a basis for decision-making, in addition to performing analyses, discussed in Section 5.

The term property, in this work, is any spatial or temporal characteristic of a Sensing Layer that can be measured and compared among different layers. It was not found in the literature a list of properties that can be extracted from a SL. Therefore this work presents a set of properties, divided into temporal and spatial, selected based on the methodology of the related work. Not that this list can also be expanded when necessary.

4.1. Temporal Properties

This set of properties is a mechanism to characterise how data behave considering time as a factor. This work implements the functions presented below. The documentation, parameter listing, output plots and examples of use are in the project repository.

- **Temporal Coverage (tpCoverage)**: temporal interval the data is inserted into. This function receives a dataframe, sweeps all its data and returns a vector with the earliest and latest timestamp.

1https://github.com/FdeFabricio/POC
- **Temporal Distribution (tpDistribution):** how much the data is distributed through time. This function divides the temporal coverage according to an input resolution and returns the percentage of it which has data associated with. For example, for a crime dataset, if the time resolution is set as "daily", the function divides the data into separate days and returns the number of days that have at least one crime record over the total of days.
- **Refresh Rate (refreshRate):** how often the data is updated. This function returns the average of the time difference between consecutive measurements.
- **Temporal Popularity (tpPopularity):** how much data are in each time unit considering a given resolution as input (hour of the day, day of the week, etc.) The function returns a histogram with the percentage of total data of each time interval.

4.2. Spatial Properties

These properties quantify the relationship with the geographic space. This work implements the functions presented below. The documentation, parameter listing, output plots and examples of use are in the project repository².

- **Spatial Coverage:** area the data is inserted into. This function analyses the latitude and longitude values of an input dataframe and returns the extreme coordinates forming a bounding box. It can also return a plot with the data and the bounding box on a map.
- **Spatial Distribution:** how much the data is distributed through space. This function divides the spatial coverage into a number of rectangles (given as input) and returns the percentage of them that has data associated with. For example, for the crime dataset with a spatial coverage of 100 km², if the spatial resolution is 50, this function divides the space into 2 km² rectangles and returns the number of rectangles that have at least one crime record inside it over the total of rectangles.
- **Spatial Popularity:** this function returns a heat map, highlighting areas that have more data (high popularity) and empty ones (low popularity).

5. Multilayered Analysis

After analysing each dataset individually it is important to see how the selected layers relate to each other. A multilayered analysis intends to attest if the variable represented by one layer have any effect on another layer. Taking as an example two datasets of bicycle rental and precipitation level, one can try to verify if the volume of rain influences the use of such transport mode. To do so it is necessary to calculate the correlation of the two variables (rainfall in mm and number of rents, for example), which can be negative (the more it rains, the fewer people rent bikes), positive (the more it rains, the more people rent bikes) or no correlation (the rain does not affect the number of bicycle rentals).

To run a multilayered correlation, one must make sure that there is no incongruity between layers. By adopting data on the number of rented bicycles during the month of January and the rainfall index of August, one makes the mistake of trying to

²https://github.com/FdeFabricio/POC
relate data that is time-separated and therefore could not have any causal relationship. The same mistake would occur if the layers correlated were separated in space (e.g., London bicycle rental data and Singapore’s rainfall index).

To ensure that scenarios similar to those mentioned above do not occur, it is necessary to extract temporal and spatial properties of sensing layers and compare them. The package provides a SpatioTemporal Intersection Analysis (STIA), which aims to measure the level of intersection between different layers regarding spatial and temporal data. The function receives the different layers as parameters and returns an intersection matrix with the percentage of intersection between each layer. The result can be used to trim a layer when there is any incompatibility or even for decision making (to test if a certain dataset is suitable for the actual study).

Figure 1 presents an output of a STIA of four layers: Foursquare check-in data, georeferenced Instagram posts, precipitation by Weather Underground and noise level by Noise Tube. The resulting matrix shows that: 1) weatherUn has no geospatial data; 2) checkin and instagram layers are from the same area and period of time (spatiotemporal intersected); 3) the time period of checkin and Instagram layers represents 3.7% of weatherUn’s complete time interval; 4) noiseTube layer has no spatial nor temporal intersection with any other layer. Therefore, for a study with such layers, one would use only part of the weatherUn layer and none of the noiseTube.

Other analyses can be conducted considering the properties extracted. For instance, by extracting the seasonality and the temporal coverage of a layer, it’s possible to identify if there are redundant data. Temporal and spatial popularity can be used to understand how users behave in a given social network. [Silva et al. 2013] identified, for instance, that Instagram data presented typical peaks at mealtimes, which is a valuable information when considering associating this data with other sources. Spatial popularity can be useful in a congestion study since PSNs such as Waze do not have
much data in the periphery nor small-sized cities. This means that any prediction will take into account only evidence from the city centre and main streets, which can be problematic.

Although the quality of a data source is used to decide if a layer will be considered in a project or not, it is generally difficult to determine an approach to measure it since it depends on the idiosyncrasy and the aims of a particular study. For example, a researcher can make a decision based on refresh rate when the variable measured constantly changes (e.g., bus position). Or wishing to create a robust predictive traffic model, one would choose layers with higher spatial and temporal distribution which, in other words, have data disperse on more parts of a the city (e.g., city centre and residential areas) and in different situations (e.g., peak time, night time, weekends, holidays). It is also possible that one would choose a layer with fewer data to minimise computational complexity. For example, in a study where no more than the average daily temperature is required, there is no need for a layer with temperature measurements every 5 minutes.

Different analyses can be conducted for each research and it depends entirely on the scope, selected layers and study goals. This package was thought to be incremented as necessary and free to any contribution. Since it is hosted on GitHub, one can download this package, import it to its project, make alterations to adapt the functions to the context of their study and even share such modifications back with the community. In addition, this package not only helps on the process of sensing layer research but also promotes collaboration between academics in an open source platform.

6. Final Remarks
This paper described a package developed in R to give support on the stages of modelling, pre-processing and analysis of sensing layers. It presents a set of functions capable of performing spatial and temporal property extraction and multilayered analysis intended to minimise effort on such studies dealing with sensing layers. The documentation of the project presents an installation tutorial, description of the functions and examples of their use. The package may need adjustments to adapt to the context and objectives of a given project. For this reason, an open source package becomes suitable since different researchers can make changes to the code and contribute to its improvement.

For future work it would be interesting to evaluate the level of acceptance of this package and if users are benefiting from it. Licensing the code with the GNU General Public License and providing the project on a collaborative development platform such as GitHub is a good alternative to engage collaborators and receive feedback.

Another possibility of future work includes the study of scenarios other than urban phenomena in order to attest the necessity of other property extractions. The package may need adjustments to deal with layers that have no geographical or temporal data since currently those are eliminated from the methods implemented.
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